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What is Refuge?

R

EFUGE (The RicE FUnctional GEnomics platform) is a hosting platform, based in Montpellier, AgropolisLavalette campus, France open to the international plant science community.
REFUGE is funded by Agropolis Fondation (http://www.agropolis-fondation.fr/) and set up by the DAP
(http://umr-dap.cirad.fr/) and GDP (http://lgdp.univ-perp.fr/) units.
REFUGE offers an access to the know-how and bioinformatic, biological, and molecular resources allowing hosted
scientists, non rice specialists, to use rice as a model system to elucidate gene function through functional genomics strategies. Hosting of the scientists is typically
carried out through one to several visits (from one week to 3 months) on the platform, REFUGE taking care of the materials produced between two visits.
REFUGE wishes to become an experience-sharing site for Scientists from the North and the South.

Objectives
The main objectives of the REFUGE platform are :
- To enhance the capacities of the Agropolis DAP and GDP units in hosting visitors
of the international plant science community to carry on in rice the functional analysis
of genes of agronomic importance, with a focus on plant development and stress
response genes (Examples of hosted research projects are listed in Table 1).
- To share performing infrastructures, biological resources, bioinformatics and
molecular tools and know-how unique in the public sector in Europe for the production
and characterization of transgenic rice and insertion lines to support investigation on
gene function.
- To implement quality in research on the platform notably through traceability of the
molecular and biological materials and associated data (Figure 1).
- To further optimize functional genomics tools aiming at accurate DNA integration and
RNA inactivation in implementing homologous recombination (HR) and artificial
microRNAs (amiRNA) technologies.
- To be an entry node to the network of Agropolis platforms to further investigate the
function and diversity of these genes and phenotyping of materials (Figure 2)
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The
REFUGE platform is open
to the international plant science
community.
The REFUGE platform provides supervision of
the hosted scientists and students and covers
bench fees.
Visitors have to find their own travel and subsistence
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gene(s) under investigation -determined on the GENOTYPING-SEQUENCING (UMR DAP-DiAPC) platform using
resources of the future unified Biological Resources Centre, can be further finely phenotyped on the
PHENOARCH (UMR LEPSE) high throughput phenotyping platform. Phenotyping for biotic stress response can
be achieved in Baillarguet and La Valette (UMR BGPI and GDP) for fungal, bacterial and viral pathogens.
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Who can submit and how to submit
a proposal?

To submit a proposal, go to the REFUGE web site
http://www.refuge-platform.org to upload your
application that will be readily examined
by the scientific committee.
Further details at refuge.agropolis-fondation@cirad.fr
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Table 1:
Programs hosted on the REFUGE platform
in 2006-2008. The type of support
provided in the platform ranges from
simple allocation of containment
greenhouse space and follow up of plant
growth to a full supervision encompassing
bioinformatics, vector construction,
transformation and molecular
characterization of OX/RNAi/ GFP-GUS
fusions, and genotyping of insertion lines.
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- Bioinformatic searches
- Preparation of T-DNA vectors (inducible or constitutive overexpressor (OX) HpRNAi
and amiRNA vectors, reporter gene fusions)
- High Thoughput production of rice transformants
- Molecular characterization of the transformants (Q-PCR, northern, Southern, western)
- Genotyping of insertion lines from local and international collections
- Growth, crossing and phenotyping
Type of support on the platform Output
(morphology, salinity , drought) in
containment greenhouse
- Allelic variation in diversity panels
Visitor Laboratory Topic
(core collections)
- Access to Cell imaging
and Genotyping platforms.

Figure 1:
Flow of information and
materials on the REFUGE
platform: The rice ortholog of
an Arabidopsis gene is
identified through the
phylogenomics prediction tool
GreenPhylDB. A.
Overexpression, RNAi and
GFP fusion vectors are
prepared and the information
related to the construct stored
in GMO-TIS. Primary
transformants are produced
using a barcode ID that will
also label the tissues collected
and samples of isolated
DNA/RNA samples and T1
seed stock. The GMO and
related molecular
characterization is
documented in GMO-TIS.
Information on harvesting, destruction of substrate and plant residues through autoclaving is
integrated in a central database. When T1 seeds are sown, new barcode IDs Similarly follow the
materials. Information resulting from phenotype and molecular charcaterizations are gathered in the
central database and transfered in the phenotype database Oryza Tag Line. GFP expression in
tissues and changes in tissue organization , protein can be investigated in the nearby PHIV MRI
platform. B: An insertion line is identified in the local or international collections through
OrygenesDB. T1 seeds are sown and similarly followed by a barcode ID to identify an homozygous
mutant exhibiting rearrangement at the target locus and WT siblings. T2 homozygous lines are
examined for morphophysiological changes and later challenged with a range biotic and abiotic
stresses and finely phenotyped in other Agopolis platforms (e.g.PHENOARCH).

